Gradient-based methods are often used for policy optimization in deep reinforcement learning, despite being vulnerable to local optima and saddle points. Although gradient-free methods (e.g., genetic algorithms or evolution strategies) help mitigate these issues, poor initialization and local optima are still concerns in highly nonconvex spaces. This paper presents a method for policy optimization based on Monte-Carlo tree search and gradient-free optimization. Our method, called Monte-Carlo tree search for policy optimization (MCTSPO), provides a better explorationexploitation trade-off through the use of the upper confidence bound heuristic. We demonstrate improved performance on reinforcement learning tasks with deceptive or sparse reward functions compared to popular gradient-based and deep genetic algorithm baselines.
Introduction
Recent advances in deep reinforcement learning (DRL) have shown success on a variety of tasks, including games [Mnih et al., 2015] and robotics [Wu et al., 2017] . Artificial neural networks (ANNs) are often used to represent either a stateaction value function [Hessel et al., 2018] or a policy network [Schulman et al., 2015a; Schulman et al., 2017] , and they are typically optimized through gradient-based methods [Kingma and Ba, 2015] . While gradient-based optimization can be extremely efficient on tasks with smooth or incremental rewards, they often require reward shaping [Grzes and Kudenko, 2009] . Such solvers struggle in environments with sparse or deceptive rewards, indicating that issues such as local optima and saddle points are limiting their success .
Recently, a category of gradient-free algorithms produced policies that outperformed those trained using the typical gradient-based methods on certain tasks [Chrabaszcz et al., 2018] . The success of these methods implied that gradientfree algorithms could also work on deep and complex neural networks. Evolution Strategies (ES) were used to evolve a policy network by adding noise to the neural network parameters and performing parallel rollouts [Salimans et al., 2017] .
The evolution direction, i.e., the parameter update vector, is determined using the accumulated rewards of perturbed trajectories. Such strategies are tolerant to delayed rewards and long horizons because they directly use the trajectory return, in contrast that gradient-based methods often need immediate rewards for better credit assignment.
ES is similar to a gradient approach using finite differences over trajectory returns. As a truly gradient-free method, the deep genetic algorithm (Deep GA) applies a simple genetic algorithm to evolve neural networks . Deep GA maintains a population of neural network parameters. The top performing individuals are iteratively mutated by adding random noise to create the next generation.
The success of Deep GA on difficult DRL tasks suggests that, in some cases, following the gradient direction may be misleading, especially in highly nonconvex spaces. Other population-based methods incorporate and adapt gradientbased approaches in the mutation steps [Khadka and Tumer, 2018] .While this combined approach improves data efficiency, it also loses some randomness in the mutation and, more importantly, lacks the scalability to large population sizes and neural networks with deep structure. This paper formulates the policy optimization problem as a deterministic Markov decision process (MDP) and uses Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) to find the optimal trajectories in the policy space. Using MCTS on population based methods has been applied to games with discrete state and action spaces [Baier and Cowling, 2018 ], but has not been effectively generalized to high-dimensional continuous state and action spaces.
Using a similar mutation process and network parameter representation as Such et al. [2017] , the proposed method, referred to as Monte-Carlo tree search for policy optimization (MCTSPO), is shown to be a more efficient tree search algorithm than Deep GA. MCTSPO improves the explorationexploitation tradeoff by adopting the UCT principle in choosing parents [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006] , i.e., the individual with the highest upper confidence bound gets expanded first.
MCTSPO is compared to a state-of-the-art gradient based algorithm, trust region policy optimization (TRPO) [Schulman et al., 2015a] , and a genetic algorithm with safe mutation [Lehman et al., 2018] on multiple continuous control tasks. We demonstrate how our method increasingly outperforms these baselines as the difficulty of the tasks increases.
In summary, we present the following contributions: 1. We format the policy optimization task as an MDP, which enables the application of existing MDP solvers to policy optimization; 2. We introduce new modifications to the MCTS algorithm to increase its efficiency and scalability when solving the policy optimization MDP; and 3. We show that MCTSPO is able to outperform existing methods on a set of difficult reinforcement learning benchmark tasks. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction to MDPs and Deep GA. Section 3 describes how to formulate policy optimization as an MDP and presents MCT-SPO. Section 4 introduces the experimental setup and implementation details. The results and the corresponding discussion are presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes the contributions of the work and future work.
Background

Markov Decision Process
A Markov decision process (MDP) is a common model for sequential decision making problems [Kochenderfer, 2015] . An MDP is defined as a tuple M = (S, A, P, R, T, γ, ρ 0 ), where S is the state space; A is the action space; P : S ×A×S → [0, 1] defines the transition probability; R : S × A × S → R is the reward function; T is the horizon; γ ∈ (0, 1] is the discount factor; and ρ 0 : S → [0, 1] is the initial state distribution. A trajectory τ is a tuple of sequential transitions in the MDP: τ = ((s 0 , a 0 , r 0 , s 1 ), (s 1 , a 1 , r 1 , s 2 ), . . . , (s T −1 , a T −1 , r T −1 , s T )). The return of the trajectory is given by ρ(τ) = ∑ T −1 t=0 γ t r t . A policy π : S × A → [0, 1] is a mapping from each state in S to a probability distribution over the actions. Let η(π) denote its expected discounted reward:
where s 0 ∼ ρ 0 (s), a t ∼ π(a t | s t ), and s t+1 ∼ P(s t+1 | s t , a t ).
Deep Genetic Algorithm
Deep GA evolves a population of neural network policies, which are candidate optimal policies. At each iteration, each individual policy in the population is deployed in the environment to receive a fitness score, i.e., the average return of the rollout policy. Then, Deep GA performs truncation selection to choose the top k individuals as the parents of the next generation. The individual in the next generation is generated by uniformly choosing one parent and performing a mutation. The mutations are in the form of additive Gaussian noise on the parent's parameter vector: θ = θ + σ ε, where θ and θ are parameter vectors of the parent and the child's neural network respectively, σ is the step size, and ε is sampled from a standard multivariate Gaussian distribution. Typically, a crossover step is also performed before mutation to combine the parameters of two parents to generate an offspring. Deep GA skips this step, since there is no trivial way to efficiently combine the learned information of two neural networks. Due to the high non-linearity of the neural networks, switching parameters arbitrarily between two neural networks could destruct the encoded information from both sides.
In a naive implementation, this method would not scale to large populations. Instead of explicitly storing parameter vectors of the entire population, Deep GA stores the series of random seeds that initialize and mutate the network. This idea is borrowed in MCTSPO and explained in Section 3.
Methods
Tree Structure Formulation
Since there is no crossover in Deep GA, each individual has a single parent from the previous generation, and may have several children in the next generation. If we add a dummy common parent to all individuals in the first generation, then we may represent the population evolution as a tree. In the tree, all individuals are represented by nodes and each edge represents a mutation. Each generation corresponds to a tree depth. Figure 1 shows the tree structure formed by a genetic algorithm with population size 5 and truncation size 3.
We observe that the genetic algorithm follows a simple tree search heuristic. At each depth, only a subset of nodes (the nodes selected as elites) is expanded and the rest of them are discarded. The number of nodes at each depth is fixed, determined by the population size. We introduce the idea of using Monte-Carlo tree search (MCTS) in the policy space, which balances exploration and exploitation using the upper confidence bound heuristic [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006 ].
Policy Optimization MDP
Formally, we consider the parameter optimization of a policy network as an MDP. There are two MDPs under consideration: one defined by the task environment (task MDP), and the other defined for policy optimization (policy optimization MDP). To differentiate, we use a tilde to denote elements related to the task MDP. Unless specified, all MDPs mentioned in the following text refer to the policy optimization MDP.
The state space of the MDP is the parameter space of the neural network. Each state is represented as the parameter vector of the network. The action of the MDP is the mutation applied to the network. Taking inspiration from Such et al. [2017] and Lehman et al. [2018] , each action is represented as a vector consisting of a random seed and a magnitude, i.e., a = [seed, v] .
The transition of the MDP is deterministic and is performed as follows. To create the first generation from the root, we use the seed to initialize the neural network parameters with preferred weight initialization functions. For later generations, we first use the seed to randomly generate a direction vectorδ in the parameter space using the standard multivariate normal distribution. Then, the new state is given by s t+1 = s t +vδ , where v is the mutation magnitude specified by the action. Thus, we may reproduce the parameter vector for any node in the tree by performing mutations specified by the action sequence connecting the root and the node. This representation avoids explicitly saving all nodes' parameters and makes the algorithm tractable.
The reward is defined as each mutation's performance improvement. For the tuple (s, a, s ), R(s, a, s ) =η(s ) −η(s), whereη(s) is the expected return in the task environment produced by the policy specified by s. We assumeη(s 0 ) = 0 for the root state. Assuming no discount, γ = 1, the return of a trajectory ρ(τ) equals the expected return of the last state, η(s T ). Thus, we only need to rollout the policy represented by s T in the task environment to get the trajectory return.
MCTS Methodology
We use MCTS to solve the MDP [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006] . The original algorithm is omitted here. This section focuses on introducing the important modifications to make MCTS work for policy optimization.
Since the action space is continuous, we use progressive widening to control the tree expansion [Chaslot et al., 2008a] . We do not need to constrain the state widening since the state transition is deterministic. Similar to Couëtoux et al. [2011] , we constrain the number of actions at each state node with |N(s, a)| < kN(s) α , where N(s) is the number of times that s has been visited; N(s, a) is the number of times that a has been chosen as the next action at state s; and |N(s, a)| is the number of different actions tried at state s. Both positive parameters k and α are used to control the widening of the tree.
MCTS requires two meta policies: one for action selection and one for rollout. For action selection, we follow the upper confidence bound principle:
where c is an exploration parameter. The estimated return of choosing a at state s (in no discount and deterministic MDP) is Q(s, a) = R(s, a, s ) + V (s ), where V (s ) is the estimated return at next state s . In the original MCTS algorithm, V (s ) is estimated by the average return collected by the subtree rooted at s . Here, we use a variant of the MaxUCT estimation in the deterministic case, where V (s ) is the maximum return collected by the subtree [Keller and Helmert, 2013] . This estimation improves performance when the variance of returns among siblings may be very large. This large variance is common in policy space due to small differences and errors compounding during rollout, leading to diverging trajectories and returns.
For the rollout policy, a traditional approach is to apply random mutations to the current policy, and use the return of the final trajectory as an estimate of the value of the current policy, V (s). This estimate is unbiased but has large variance.
Thus, instead of random mutations, we employ a no mutation strategy. That is, in rollout, we just deploy the current policy in the environment and return the rewards. This approach requires less computation, and has lower variance.
Finally, we apply a technique called safe mutation to constrain the average performance divergence of a single mutation [Lehman et al., 2018] . Due to the nonlinear nature of neural networks, adding random noise to neural network parameters can significantly and unpredictably influence its output. Constraining the average performance divergence ensures that each branch in the tree corresponds to a local region of the policy space, instead of distributing in the entire policy space randomly.
The performance divergence is defined as the expected mean square difference between the new and original policy outputs [Lehman et al., 2018] . It is estimated by:
where s and s old are the new and the original policy parameters. Recall s = s old + vδ , where v andδ are the mutation magnitude and direction. NN(s t ; s) k is the k-th output of the policy network parameterized by s given inputs t .T is the task environment's time horizon. |Ã| is the dimension of the task environment's action space; ands t , where t ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,T } is the sampled state at step t using the current policy. Givenδ , s, and the divergence constraint D max , we solve the mutation magnitude efficiently using methods similar as in Schulman et al. . Then, a line search is performed on v to ensure the satisfaction of the performance divergence constraint.
Calculating divergence needs rollouts in the task environment. Therefore, when expanding a node, we either must resample the trajectory or store the trajectory for each node when first reached. The first way is not sample efficient, since we deploy duplicate policies in the environment. The second suggestion, however, is inefficient in terms of memory.
To overcome this, we calculate feasible candidate actions when we first reach the node. When we want to expand a node, we randomly choose one from its candidate actions. Thus, we only need to store candidate actions for each node, which requires much less memory than storing the trajectory while avoiding duplicated sampling. For a node s, we add an additional buffer CA(s) that stores the candidate actions. When a new state s is added to the tree, rollout is performed on s and a trajectory τ s is collected from the task environment. We use τ s to calculate n ca candidate actions and store them in CA(s), where n ca is a predetermined constant. When we want to expand s with new actions, we simply pop an action from CA(s). When CA(s) is empty, we need to recollect a In summary, based on the original MCTS, we apply progress widening on the actions. We use MaxUCT for value estimation. We deploy no mutation for rollout. We add performance divergence constraints on the mutation magnitude and use precalculated candidate actions to improve sample and memory efficiency. Algorithm 1 outlines the learning procedure for MCTSPO. Algorithms 2 and 3 show how to rollout and calculate candidate actions.
Experiments
We compare the performance of MCTSPO to two state-ofthe-art baselines: TRPO as a representative of gradient-based methods [Schulman et al., 2015a] and Deep GA using safe mutation [Lehman et al., 2018] . The test environments are divided into two classes: classic control and Roboschool.
Classic Control
Three classic continuous control tasks, Acrobot [Geramifard et al., 2015] , Mountain Car [Moore, 1991] , and Bipedal Walker [Brockman et al., 2016] , are tested with the same time horizonT = 100 and reward function. The agent receives a positive reward of 1.0 if the goal is reached, otherwise a small control penalty proportional to the action magnitude is applied. With this reward function, there is a trivial local optimum where zero control effort is applied at each step with zero reward. Some of the task environments' parameters are changed to increase the difficulty of the task:
-Acrobot: We increase the vertical position that needs to be reached for the end point of the robot arm, y goal . The maximum reachable height is 2, meaning the two arms need to be strictly vertical. Here we set y goal = 1.999. -Mountain Car: We decrease the power of the car, p car .
A smaller p car means a smaller acceleration limit in one time step, which makes reaching the flag harder. Here p car is set to 0.0015. -Bipedal Walker: We increase the horizontal length that the robot needs to move forward for success, x goal . x goal is set to 30 in our experiments.
Roboschool Robotics
To test the performance on high dimensional tasks, we adapt three robotics environments, Ant [Schulman et al., 2015b] , HalfCheetah [Wawrzynski, 2007] , and Hopper [Murthy and Raibert, 1984] , from OpenAI Roboschool [Schulman et al., 2017] . The environment goal is to control the robot to walk forward for 2 m. The agent receives a positive reward of 1000 when the goal is achieved, otherwise it is penalized for control effort and invalid actions like feet collisions. The time horizonT is set to 500.
Algorithm Implementation
For TRPO, we use the Gaussian multilayer perceptron architecture from RLLab [Duan et al., 2016] with hidden layer sizes of 128, 64, and 32 with tanh activations. It is trained for 5000 iterations using step sizes 0.1 and 1.0. The batch size is set to 1000 for classic control tasks and 5000 for Roboschool. For Deep GA, we use the deterministic multilayer perceptron architecture with the same network structure as used in TRPO. The population sizes are 100, 500, and 1000 with 500, 100, and 50 training iterations, respectively. The truncation size for parent selection is 20. At each iteration, the top three individuals persist to the next generation with no mutation, following a technique called elitism . Since both the environment and the policy are deterministic, we use a batch size which is equal to the horizon, i.e., only one trajectory is sampled per rollout. The divergence constraint for the mutation step is set to 1.0 through preliminary tests.
For MCTSPO, we use the same architecture and batch size as in Deep GA. We use an exploration constant of √ 2 for classic control tasks and 10 for Roboschool. 1 The progressive widening parameters are set to α = k = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8, respectively. 2 The number of candidate actions is set to n ca = 4 to balance the computation complexity and the sample efficiency. We train for 50,000 iterations with the same divergence constraint as used in Deep GA.
All three algorithms have the same number of environment calls in total for the training. 3
Results
Each classic control task is tested for 20 trials and each Roboschool task is tested for 10 trials, using different random seeds. Performance is evaluated using the average return of the best trajectory found. Table 1 summarizes the results of different algorithms. To compare the performance and data efficiency of each algorithm, for each environment setting, we plot its training curve in fig. 2 , showing the hyperparameter setting with the highest final return. The horizontal axis is the number of environment calls and the vertical axis is the average return of the best policy found so far. The shaded region of each curve is the error bound given by ∆/ √ n trial , where ∆ is the standard deviation of the best returns.
In the classic control environments, MCTSPO outperforms Deep GA and TRPO. First, we note that TRPO almost gets stuck in local optima in all the experiment trials, which indicates the limitation of gradient based approaches on sparse and deceptive rewards. In Acrobot, MCTSPO is slightly better than Deep GA. In Mountain Car and Bipedal Walker, the advantage of MCTSPO is more evident. In Mountain Car, all MCTSPO trials converge to the optimal solution using approximately 4 × 10 6 environment calls fewer than Deep GA. In Bipedal Walker, MCTSPO achieves a much higher average return than Deep GA. In Roboschool, MCTSPO as has the best performance. It is able to reach the goal in most of the experiment trials except for the Half Cheetah, which is the hardest task attempted here.
We observe that Deep GA also suffers from local optima. This sub-optimal behavior happens when the individuals chosen as parents are all in the "valley" around the local optimum. Then, the descents are likely all distributed in the valley as well. Escaping the valley requires going against the direction of increasing return. Even if some individuals in 1 In the case of an MDP with finite state and action spaces and returns in the range of [0, 1], an exploration constant of √ 2 gives a theoretical guarantee of finding the (global) optimal policy [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006] . In classic control, we consider environments with a continuous state and action space and the returns are approximately in this range. Nonetheless, we observed reasonable results with this parameter. For Roboschool robotics, the return ranges are much larger, so we scaled the exploration constant accordingly.
2 Note that α and k are not necessarily equal. 3 Although the total number of environment calls is the same for each algorithm, the training clock time for Deep GA and MCT-SPO is approximately twice that of TRPO. This difference is mainly caused by the single-threaded sampling in our Deep GA and MCT-SPO implementation. Parallel MCTS is an important area of future work. the next generation evolve in the right direction, they are not likely to be chosen as the parents. Thus, the entire population will be stuck in the local optimum. This situation is often caused by a poor initialization.
Novelty search is helpful in this case , where rewards are replaced by the novelty of the policy behavior, which encourages exploration. However, this method requires a behavior characteristic, which is domain-specific. In addition, Deep GA with novelty search essentially sweeps over the entire policy space, thus preventing exploitation or focusing search efforts on more promising regions. This problem is mitigated by MCTSPO. States or nodes with the same ancestor are in nearby regions of the policy space through constrained mutation. When a local optimum is found, the node around the local optimum is expanded more than other nodes. However, as more descendants are added to this node, the value estimation, Q(s, a), associated with this node quickly reaches its limit, where N(s, a) keeps increasing. As a result, the upper confidence bound estimation of s decreases, which prevents more descendants being added to s in the later iterations. The algorithm then expands nodes in other regions. Since each mutation path is stored in the search tree, there is a non-negligible chance to find a long enough path that escapes the local optimum.
As we decrease the difficulty of tasks, e.g. increase the power of the car in Mountain Car or decrease the target distance in Roboschool tests, the advantage of MCTSPO becomes less obvious. Actually when the environment goal could be easily achieved without much exploration, the sample efficiency of TRPO and Deep GA is higher than MCT-SPO, although they converge to similar final performance. In this case, the exploration effort done by MCTSPO could be redundant. This could be mitigated by reducing the exploration constant as well as the progressive widening parameter in MCTSPO.
Conclusion
This paper discussed the limitations of popular gradientbased DRL solvers on environments with sparse or deceptive rewards. We propose an approach called MCTSPO to balance exploration and exploitation of policy optimization using Monte-Carlo tree search in the policy space. We demonstrate how we can escape local optima and efficiently train policies in continuous control tasks. The algorithm shows promising results in different classic control and robotics tasks, outperforming TRPO and Deep GA.
In our implementation of MCTS, sampling is not executed in parallel, which limits the efficiency of MCTSPO as well as the training clock time. Parallel MCTS techniques are likely to further improve the time efficiency [Chaslot et al., 2008b] . The combination of gradient-based methods with MCTSPO might further improve sample efficiency. For example, in the rollout, instead of no mutation, we could run several iterations of gradient-based optimization to increase the accuracy of the value estimates. Table 1 in bold.
